
Sony Vegas 7 
 
Capture 
 Use menu alt+F+V to open capture window 
 
Transport: Space is toggle for play/stop, not play/pause used Enter for Stop/pause key 
(can also use K) 
 
J & L are speed down/up. Starts at slow and goes faster. This is not like the avid/premiere 
but jjj followed by lll returns to same position. Therefore we have used the scroll style for 
the shuttle. 
 
Defined for future release of Vegas -no short-cut keys in Vegas capture 6.0: 
 
 Capture Tape (ALT+R) 
 Capture In/Out (ALT+SHIFT+R) 
 Batch Capture (Alt+Shift+B) 
 Play in-out (Ctrl+Space) 
 
 
Used step for jog, since no shuttle steps have been defined since using shuttle scroll. 
 
 
Edit: 
 
Once L or J speed, it ignores the arrow keys until return to center position. 
 
Close window (Ctrl+F4) is not correctly assigned in Vegas as a convential windows 
short-cut key - it attempts to close the entire application (which is alt+F4) so this was not 
mapped. Used the Undo (Ctrl+Z) in its place. 
 
For Play/pause used the space than ENTER (play pause), Since Enter will add clip to 
timeline if in project window if forget and hit the play key. So thats why not using it. 
Could use F12 (play/stop), even though the play button on the window is the F12, its very 
difficult to set a pair of in/out points if it stops and goes back to start point, so decided to 
stick with the MC-20PRO convention for play/pause. NOTE: In Vegas general options, 
should change the space bar from the default Play/stop to Play/Pause.   Also, note this 
option is available in the Capture window, to change spacebar (used for MC-20PRO), but 
then there is no stop short-cut key! 
 
There does not seem to be any goto in/goto out short-cut keys in Vegas 7. However, you 
can do the prev and next event edge or left/right grid. 
   
The TRIM mode set for the MC-20PRO is not the trimmer window functions, but the 
time line functions for Edge trimming (slip trim and trim frames) 
 



  
 
The Play button (Space bar) will work in the Explorer window to play the clip, but has no 
affect in the Project Media window - obviously an oversight by Sony to make the space 
bar to play clips. 
 
The OK/Enter key will add the clip in either window to the timeline. 
 


